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Abstract:
Direct-collapse	black	holes	(DCBHs)	formed	at	z	>	10	are	prominent	candidates	of	the	seeds	for	supermassive	black	holes	(SMBHs).	
They	are	thought	to	be	formed	in	pristine	atomic	cooling	halos	in	which	H2 cooling	is	totally	suppressed	by	strong	external	radiation.	
Here,	we	obtain	the	critical	specific	intensity	at	the	Lyman-Werner	(LW)	bands	J21cr (in	units	of	10-21 erg	s-1 Hz-1 sr-1cm-2)	required	for	
DCBH	formation,	with	detailed	modelling	of	the	primordial-gas	chemistry.	Specifically,	we	consider	the	non-local	thermodynamic	
equilibrium(non-LTE)	chemistry	with	the	vibrationally	resolved	H2

+ kinetics,	as	well	as	realistic	radiation	spectra	of	galaxies.	We	find	
the	effects	of	non-LTE	H2

+ chemistry	are	negligible	for	hard	spectra	of	young	and/or	metal-poor	galaxies.	However,	for	softer	spectra,	
J21cr can	be		increased	by	a	factor	of	a	few	due	to	the	non-LTE	effects.	As	a	typical	value	of	J21cr in	the	early	Universe,		we	obtain	almost	
constant	J21cr with	J21cr 1000	for	young	(age	<	100	Myr)	and/or	extremely	metal-poor	(Z	<	5	× 10−4	Z⊙)	galaxies.
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Model	&	Method Level dependence of the H2
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Figure 1. The H+
2 photodissociation rates k

(H+
2 )

pd [s−1] (solid) and

the H− photodetachment rate k
(H−)
pd [s−1] (dashed) for the diluted

black-body radiations with the temperature Trad and fixed intesity

J21 = 1, which gives the H2 photodissociation rate k
(H2)
pd = 1.4 ×

10−12 [s−1] from Eq. (3) if fsh = 1. The H+
2 vibrational level

population is assumed to be LTE (8000K), LTE (3000K), LTE
(1000K) and the ground state (from top to bottom).

As mentioned above, we use the almost same chemi-
cal network as SOI14, but resolve H2

+ vibrational lev-
els according to C01. We also add new chemical reac-
tions and update the rate coeeficients according to G15A
and Glover (2015) (hereafter G15B), respectively. In our
chemical network, we solve the evolution of following 29
species (counting 19 different vibrational levels of H+

2 as
different species) : H, H+, H−, He, He+, He2+, e, HeH+,
H3

+ and H2, H
+
2 (v) (v = 0, 1 · · · , 18). The evolution of

the fractional abudance of species i with respect to hy-
dorogen atom y(i) ≡ n(i)/nH is calculated with the rate
equations, where n(i) is the number density of species
i, nH and nHe = 0.08333nH are the number density of
the hydrogen and helium atoms, respectively. Since we
are interested in the evolution of the gas in the tempera-
ture and density range where the atomic and H2 cooling
paths separtes, we do not consider the deuterium, which
is known to be an important coolant in the lower tem-
perature range (cf.Wolcott-Green and Haiman (2011);
Nakauchi et al. (2014)).
H+

2 is formed by the radiative association H + H+ →
H+

2 + hν and dissociated by the photodissociation H+
2 +

hν → H+H+ or the H collisional dissociation H+H+
2 →

H2 + H+, which is the H2 formation reaction in the H+
2

channel H2 formation. As mentioned above, we solve
the evolution of the abundance of each H+

2 vibrational
level with the level-resolved rates coefficients. For the
radiative association and photodissociation, whose cross
sections are related each other by the Milne relation, we
obtain the vibrationally resolved reaction rates from the
rovibrationally resolved data given in Babb (2014). It is
known that vibrationally excited H+

2 are preferentially
formed at the formation but also easily photodissoci-
ated (GP98、C01、Hirata and Padmanabhan (2006)).

We plot the H+
2 photodissociation rate k

(H+
2 )

pd in Fig. 1,

where we assume the H+
2 vibrational level population is

assumed to be LTE (8000K), LTE (3000K), LTE (1000K)

and the ground state. It is seen that k
(H+

2 )
pd is small for

the ground state population, but become larger as the
temperature of LTE increases. In Fig. 1, we fix the inten-
sity at Lyman-Werner bands J21 = 1, which correspond

to the fixed H2 photodissociation rate k(H2)
pd . Thus, the

tendency that k
(H+

2 )
pd generally increase as Trad decreases

should be understood as the strength of the H+
2 photodis-

sociation compared to that of the H2 photodissociation
becomes larger as Trad decreases. In the almost all litera-
ture, the LTE rate for the H+

2 photodissociation (Stancil
(1994); Mihajlov et al. (2007)) is used. In this paper,
in order to compare our result with the literature and
to study the effect of non-LTE evolution of the H+

2 level
population on the evolution of clouds, we make two more
calculations: calculations assuming the H+

2 photodissoci-
ation is given by that for the ground state (v = 0, j = 0)
(hereafter ground state model) and is given by that for
LTE (hereafter LTE model).
It should be noted here that H2

+ has not only the
vibrational levels but also the rotational levels. How-
ever, we make vibrational level-resolved calculations in
this paper because rotational level-resolved data is not
complete, as far as the authors know, and the difference
in the H+

2 photodissociation rates is larger between vibra-
tional levels than rotational ones (Dunn (1968)). Nev-
ertheless, ideally, the rotational levels should be taken
into account, which remains to be a future work. The
detail of our treatment of the rotational levels is given in
Appendix A.
For the collisional dissociation (H2 formation) and the

collisional excitation and de-excitation of H+
2 vibrational

levels by H, we use the rates given in Krstić’s database
(Krstić et al. (2002); Krstić (2005); Krstic and Schultz
(1999); Krstić et al. (2002); Krstić and Janev (2003)),
as in C01. For the H+

2 quadrupole transition, we use
the Einstein coeffcients given by Posen et al. (1983). It
is known that H+

2 formation via HeH+ affects the H+
2

abundance in the IGM chemical evolution in the early
Universe (GP98), but this reaction only slightly affects
the evolution of clouds when the density of the gas is
very small.
For H− photodissociation, we integrate the cross sec-

tion given by John (1988) with the black-body spectra

with the temperature Trad to obtain k(H
−)

pd . We plot

k(H
−)

pd in Fig. 1, where it is seen that k(H
−)

pd is always

larger than k
(H+

2 )
pd irrespective of Trad and the assumption

on the H+
2 level population. For indirect H2 photodis-

sociation (so-called Solomon process) by Lyman-Wenrer

photons (hν = 11.2 − 13.6eV), we evaluate k(H2)
pd based

on Wolcott-Green et al. (2011) as

k(H2)
pd = 1.4× 10−12fsh J21[s

−1] , (3)

where fsh is the self-shielding factor given in Wolcott-
Green et al. (2011), which equals to be one in the case the
self-shielding is negligible and becomes significantly less
than one when the self-shielding is effective. As pointed
out in G15B, the actual value for fsh realized for clouds
in the ealy Universe is expected to be in between the
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• chemical network of molecules (w/ non-LTE chemistry of H2
+)
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∗ H+
2 過程の効率によってガス雲進化が左右
されるため、H2

+振動準位を解像した正し
い H2形成効率を用いないと Jcr

21の値が大
きく変わってしまう

∗ H2
+ 振動準位を解像した計算と比べて、

ground stateモデルの Jcr
21 は高く LTEモ

デルの Jcr
21 は低い

∗ 進化経路が決まる nH ∼ 102−3cm−3 の密
度領域における H2

+ 振動準位分布に注目
することで理解できる (Fig. 3)

∗ ground stateモデルでは、光解離しにくい
基底状態に全ての H2

+ があると仮定して
いるため、H2

+光解離率が本来よりも小さ
くなり、その結果 H2形成を抑制して水素
原子冷却進化するために大きな J21が必要
となる

∗ 一方、LTEモデルでは H2
+光解離しやす

い励起状態に多く分布するため、H2
+ 光

解離率が本来よりも大きくなり、その結果
H2 形成を抑制して水素原子冷却進化する
ために必要な J21 は小さくなる

– 輻射スペクトルがハードな場合（Trad !
7000K）
∗ H−過程が支配的であるため、H+

2 過程によ
る H2形成はガス雲進化にほとんど影響せ
ず、従って H+

2 振動準位分布の違いは Jcr
21

にほとんど影響しない
– 輻射スペクトルがさらにハードな場合（Trad >
104K）
∗ Trad ! 7000KではH+

2 過程によるH2形成
はガス雲の進化に影響しないため、Trad >
104K の Jcr

21 は図に載せていない（SOI14
Fig.3など参照）

∗ Sec. 2.1で述べたように、初期宇宙での典
型的な銀河スペクトルを考えると Trad !
2× 104Kに対応する

∗ Trad ! 2 × 104Kの場合には、H2 形成が
H2 光解離によって阻害されることによっ
て水素原子冷却進化し、そのような場合に
はH−光解離やH+

2 光解離はほとんど影響
しないことが知られている (SOI14)

3.3. H2
+ 過程がガス雲進化に与える影響

• Sec. 3.1と同様の H+
2 振動準位を解像したガス雲進

化計算を用いて、さまざまなスペクトル・強度の外
部輻射が照射した場合に、H2

+過程による H2形成
がガス雲進化に与える影響を調べる

• 外部輻射により H−過程が妨げられた場合に H+
2 過

程がH−過程よりも支配的になることができるため、
以下で、H+

2 過程による H− 過程より支配的になる
J についての条件を見積もる

– オーダー評価で物理的な理解を得る (反応係数
は GP98のデータを利用)

– H− 過程
∗ 本研究で注目する温度密度領域では、主
に H + e → H− + hν（k(H

−)
ra ∼ 6 ×

10−15 × (Tgas/8000K) [cm3 s−1]）、H− +

H2
+-channel

dominant

H
-
-channel

dominant

2
1

Figure 5. Jcr
21 の温度依存性。H2

+ 振動準位を解像した計算から求
めた Jcr

21 の他に ground state モデルと LTE モデルから求めた値もプ
ロット。

H2
+-channel

dominant

H
-
-channel

dominant

21

21

Figure 6. Eq. (6) で与えられる H− 過程と H+
2 過程が同程度になる

輻射強度 Jeq
21。Jeq

21 の幅は Eq. (6)において nH = 102 − 103 cm−3 と
幅を持たせたことに対応。参考のため Fig. 5にプロットした振動準位を
解像した計算から求めた Jcr

21 も一緒にプロット。

H → H2+e（k(H
−)

ad ∼ 9×10−10[cm3 s−1]）、
H− + hν → H + e（k(H

−)
pd は Fig. 1 参

照）が釣り合う化学平衡が実現するので
n(H)n(e) k(H

−)
ra = n(H−)n(H) k(H

−)
ad +

n(H−) k(H
−)

pd より n(H−)が決まる
∗ H− 過程による H2 形成率は以下のように
与えられる

ẏ(H
−)

H2
= y(H−)n(H) k(H

−)
ad ∼ 6× 10−16

1 + k(H
−)

pd / (n(H) k(H
−)

ad )
×

!
Tgas

8000K

"
×

!
y(e)

10−4

"
×
!

n(H)

103 cm−3

"
[s−1]

(4)

– H+
2 過程
∗ 本研究で注目する温度密度領域では、主に
H+H+ → H+

2 +hν（k
(H+

2 )
ra ∼ 1.5×10−16×

(Tgas/8000K)
5
3 [cm3 s−1]）、H+

2 + H →
H2 + H+（k

(H+
2 )

ad ∼ 6 × 10−10[cm3 s−1]）、
H+

2 + hν → H + H+(k
(H+

2 )
pd は Fig. 1

参照) が釣り合う化学平衡が実現するの
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• For most of galactic spectra studied here, the hardness corresponds 
to Trad > 104 K and non-LTE chemistry of H2

+ does not affect J21
cr

Conclusions & Discussions

p Young and/or extremely metal-poor galaxies, which are thought to 
be typical radiation sources in the early Universe, have hard 
spectra and their J21

cr is almost constant with J21
cr ∼ 1000

p In the case the external radiation has soft spectrum (Trad < 7000K), 
non-LTE chemistry of H2

+ vibrational state is important and J21cr is	
underestimated	by	a	factor	of	a	few	if	LTE	is	assumed

p We study the critical radiation intensity J21
cr (in	units	of	10-21 erg	s-1

Hz-1 sr-1cm-2) required for DCBH formation with consideration of 

non-LTE H2
+ chemistry and realistic radiation spectra

p Our result suggest that the non-LTE chemistry of H2
+ becomes 

important when soft radiation strongly suppresses H2 formation

• proto-supermassive stars, if they actually form

• background galaxies at high-z/CMB at extremely high-z (z > 50?)

H2
+ vibrational state dependence 3

the IGM chemical evolution).
Implementation of each H+

2 involving process will be
described in the above order in the following. We use
the state-resolved cross sections for the radiative associ-
ation rate of H and H+ given by Babb (2014). In order
to obtain the H+

2 photodissociation rate, we integrate
the the state-resolved cross section also given by Babb
(2014) with each spectral shape of external radiation,
modeling the rotational level population as explained in
Appendix A Following C11, we use the rates given in
Krstić’s database (Krstić et al. (2002); Krstić (2005);
Krstic and Schultz (1999); Krstić et al. (2002); Krstić
and Janev (2003)) for H2 formation by the charge trans-
fer between H+

2 and H (eq. (5)) and vibrational excita-
tion and de-excitation of H+

2 by collision with H, and
the Einstein coeffcients given by Posen et al. (1983) for
vibrational de-excitation of H+

2 by quadrupole emission.
As known before, the vibrationally excited H+

2 are pref-
erentially formed by the radiative association but effi-
ciently photodissociated (Galli and Palla (1998); Hirata
and Padmanabhan (2006); C11). In Fig. 1, we plot the

H+
2 photodissociation rate k

(H+
2 )

pd against given spectra for

four different H+
2 vibrational states: LTE (8000K), LTE

(3000K), LTE (1000K) and the ground state. Figure 1

clearly shows that k
(H+

2 )
pd becomes larger as the H+

2 vibra-
tional state becomes more excited. Note we fix the inten-
sity at Lyman-Werner bands J21 = 1, and subsequently

the H2 photodissociation rate k(H2)
pd , in Fig. 1. Thus,

the fact that k
(H+

2 )
pd is decreasing function of Trad means

that the H+
2 photodissociation is more effective than the

H2 photodissociation when the specrum is soft. In addi-
tion to the standard level-resolved calculations (non-LTE
model), we also compute the evolution of clouds with H+

2
photodissociation rate assumed to be that of the ground
state (ground state model) and LTE (LTE model) for
reference.
We obtain the H− photodissociation rate k(H

−)
pd by in-

tegrating the cross section given by John (1988) with
each spectral shape of external radiation, as shown in

Fig. 1. Fig. 1 shows that k(H
−)

pd is always larger than

k
(H+

2 )
pd for all Trad irrespective of the assumption on the

H+
2 level population. For indirect H2 photodissociation

(so-called Solomon process) by Lyman-Wenrer photons

(hν = 11.2 − 13.6eV), we evaluate k(H2)
pd by using the

formula given by Wolcott-Green et al. (2011),

k(H2)
pd = 1.4× 10−12fsh J21[s

−1] , (9)

where fsh is the self-shielding factor (see equation (10)
ofWolcott-Green et al. (2011) for the explicit form of fsh).
As pointed out in G15B, the actual value of fsh realized
in clouds irradiated by external radiation is expected to
be in between the one obtained in Wolcott-Green et al.
(2011) with the assumption of the LTE population of
H2 rotational levels and the one obtained in Draine and
Bertoldi (1996) for H2 in the ground rotational state,
which may cause a factor of a few uncertainty. In ad-
dition, using the intensity J21 at the single frequency

Figure 2. The temperature evolutions during the collapse of
primordial-gas clouds irradiated by the black-body spectra with
Trad = 6000K, J21 = 0.5. The density of the increase as the time
goes by. In addition to the result for the standard non-LTE model,
we also plot those for the ground state and LTE models for com-
parison.

hν = 12.4eV may cause a factor of a few uncertainty,
especially when the spectra are hard and the intensity
changes significantly within the Lyman-Werner bands
(hν = 11.2 − 13.6eV), as mentioned in SOI14. How-
ever, these uncertainties do not affect our conclusion on
the effect of H2 formation via the H+

2 channel on the
evolution of primordial-gas clouds. We will come back to
these issues in future studies.
We update the chemical network and rate coefficients

of SOI14 following G15A and G15B, respectively. We
newly consider the effect of dissociative tunneling for the
collisional dissociation of H2 with H and include the col-
lisional ionization of H with H (Lenzuni et al. (1991);
Gealy and van Zyl (1987)) and He (Lenzuni et al. (1991);
van Zyl et al. (1981)). We use the fit given in Mar-
tin et al. (1996) for collisional dissociation of H2 with H
both due to the direct dissociation and dissociative tun-
neling. G15B pointed out an order of magnitude uncer-
tainty found in the literature for the associative detach-
ment of H− and H (eq. (2)), for which we use the rate
given by Ćızek et al. (1998), as in C11. This uncertat-
inty should not affect the conclusion of this paper. The
uncertainty in mutual neutralization H+ + H− → 2H,
which is also pointed out in G15B, is not relevant to the
case considered in this work since the ionization fraction
is always very low, y(e) ≪ 10−2.
It has been konwn that the initial condition of the

collapse hardly affects the subsequent evolution of the
cloud (Omukai (2001)), as long as realistic conditions
are chosen. Thus, we just follow the literature (Omukai
et al. (2008); SOI14) and take Tgas = 21K, nH =
4.5 × 10−3cm−3, y(e) = 3.7 × 10−4, y(He) = 8.3 ×
10−2, y(H2) = 2 × 10−6 and y(i) = 0 for other species
at z = 16, when the cloud start collapsing. We confirm
that the gas reaches the chemical equilibirium soon after
the initiation of the evoluion and that the difference in
the intial condition becomes irrelevant.

3. RESULT

3.1. State-resolved calculation of collapsing clouds

Before addressing general issues on H+
2 channel H2 for-

mation in primordial gas clouds with state-resolved cal-

BB (Trad = 6000K)

J21 = 0.5

We first need to reveal the SMBH seeds 
(= starting point of SMBH formation)

J21 > J21
cr

p External UV radiation model

To determine J21
cr considering all relevant 

radiative/chemical/thermal processes

In this work: 
• we include the non-LTE chemistry of 

the H2
+ vibrational state

• we consider realistic spectra of 
galaxies in the early Universe

Pop III remnant BHJ21 < J21
cr

J21
Aim of this work

• Growth of DCBHs to SMBHs is 
relatively easy

• # density of DCBHs is sensitive to J21
cr

• Feasibility of DCBH scenario strongly 
depends on J21

cr

Importance of Jcr
21

• Realistic spectra calculated with Starburst99 and Shaerer02

Z=0,	5x10-4Z⊙,	0.02Z⊙,	0.2Z⊙ tage=	10Myr	- 1Gyr (instantaneous	SB	(IS)/constant	SF	(CS))
Salpeter	IMF	1-100	M⊙

• Non-LTE chemistry of H2
+ vibrational state is important for Trad < 7000K

J21cr is	underestimated	by	a	factor	of	a	few	if	the	LTE	is	assumed
• For	young	(age	<	100	Myr)	and/or	extremely	metal-poor	(Z	<	5	× 10−4Z⊙)	

galaxies,	J21cr is	almost	constant	with	J21cr ~	1000

p By extrapolating the result of Dijkstra, Ferrara & Mesinger (2014) 
with J21

cr ∼ 1000, we obtain nDCBH ∼ 10-10 cMpc-3 at z = 10, which is 
roughly consistent with observed nSMBH at z ∼ 6

• About 40 high-z SMBHs (MBH〜109Msol) have been 
found as quasars at with  z > 6 (tuniv < 1Gyr)

Q: How such huge objects form in the 
first 1Gyr of the Universe?

(cf. Mortlock+11)

M
Pop III

. 103M�
. 103M�

It is in principle possible, 
but seems quite difficult...

• Black-body (BB) spectra with Trad

Trad = 2⇥ 104 K

~ ~ ~

105 M�

○

△

(critical J21 needed for DCBH formation)

×104

Super-Eddington accretion under anisotropic radiation FB? 
(KS, Hosokawa, Yajima and Omukai, MNRAS, 469, 62, 2017)
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Realistic radiation spectra (Z=0 example)
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p Such soft radiation can be emitted/caused by ...


